
BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (BMS SCHEMATIC STRUCTURES) 

 

IBMS Ltd provides all kinds of Building management systems from entry level to high-level buildings as a 

turnkey solution to centralize systems, monitor, and control also record the functions of building service 

systems. Building facilities that are monitored and controlled by a reliable BMS/BACS tend to maintain 

the Building environment more efficient and effectively and so reduce the building’s environment 

impact and energy cost.  

Intrusion Alarm System 

An Intrusion alarm is a system designed to detect intrusion – unauthorized entry – into a building or 

other area such as a home or school. Intrusion alarms are used in residential, commercial, industrial, and 

military properties for protection against burglary (theft) or property damage, as well as personal 

protection against intruders. IBMS Ltd provides all kinds of intrusion alarm. 

CCTV SYSTEMS 

System that allows you to keep an eye on what is going on in and around your business. Cameras and 

monitors enable you to view events live, and records archive footage for later reference. CCTV 

technology has been around for decades, but improvements in recent years make it even more effective 

at capturing criminals in the act and bringing them to justice. IBMS Ltd holds an excellent reputation in 

CCTV system with certified engineers by World’s top security systems companies to design and provide 

solutions suitable for your environment. Visit our shop to find more different CCTV products.  

Control room design 

The control room is where operators perform plant operations using control systems every day, and a 

safe, comfortable, and functional environment helps operators to run the plant more efficiently. The 

control room must therefore be designed accordingly. IBMS Ltd have been designing control rooms for 

various industries and commercial buildings for over 12 years.  IBMS Ltd set the process from design to 

installation and construction of a control room as follows referring to ISO 11064. 

Conceptual Design 

Basic design 

Detailed design 

Installation and construction 

FLEET MANAGEMENT  

Fleet Management module provides monitoring and vehicle tracking system for companies wanting to 

reduce costs related to the use of their vehicles. You manage a fleet of police vehicles, taxis, trucks, 

international transport, courier, plumbers, technicians, nurses, doctors or other field service business. 

You are hanging on the phone all day. You juggle different tools and endless Excel sheets. Your day is full 

of permanent urgencies 



IBMS Ltd guarantees better management, significant gain of time, considerable savings and improved 

control for calmly managed operations. We provide all fleet management tools in one place. Our reports 

are generated automatically and are easily exportable. No need to spend your day coordinating 

activities on the phone: you can track your vehicles remotely and therefore treat all emergencies 

quickly, calmly and professionally. Visit our shop for more details.  

SPEED GOVERNER 

Speed governor is a device designed to limit the speed of vehicle like truck, school bus, car and so on. 

Nowadays, we are reaching and developing the devices as a fleet management tool, With the function 

real-time tracking, Geo-fence and data recorded. This device monitors the road speed of the vehicle by 

the installation of an electro-mechanical speed sensor. When the pre-defined speed is reached, the 

speed limiter will temporarily cause the engine to lose the power. The engine power will be reinstated 

at a speed not less than the pre-warning switch point, which is 5% below the set speed (without 

affecting the other performance parameters of the vehicle in any manner). 

Reach out to our shopping store and find out more 

Air conditioning  

Air-conditioning is that process used to create and maintain certain temperature, relative humidity and 

air purity conditions in indoor spaces. This process is typically applied to maintain a level of personal 

comfort. It's also used in industrial applications to ensure correct operation of equipment or machinery 

that need to operate in specific environmental conditions or alternatively to be able to carry out certain 

industrial processes, such as welding, which produce considerable amounts of heat that needs to be 

disposed of in some manner. 

IBMS Ltd provides an effective air-conditioning system regardless of outside climatic conditions and 

involves control over four fundamental variables: air temperature, humidity, movement and quality. 

Visit our shop and check on our products.  

UPS installation 

UPS is an electrical apparatus that provides emergency power to a load when the input power source or 

mains power fails. A UPS differs from an auxiliary or emergency power system or standby generator in 

that it will provide near-instantaneous protection from input power interruptions, by supplying energy 

stored in batteries.  

IBMS Ltd make sure once you have decided to protect your IT facility with a UPS system, there are 

several essential steps to ensuring that the UPS is installed with minimal disruption, then performs to 

your expectations. The entire process, from initial planning through to using and maintaining the UPS 

after commissioning, we have got you covered come shop with us. 

Service and maintenance 

Maintenance involves functional checks, servicing, repairing or replacing of necessary devices, 

equipment, machinery, building infrastructure, and supporting utilities in industrial, business, 

governmental, and residential installations. Over time, this has come to include multiple wordings that 



describe various cost-effective practices to keep equipment operational; these activities take place 

either before or after a failure.  

IBMS Ltd provides also these kinds of services and maintenance.  

FIBRE OPTIC TERMINATION & SPLICING 

Fiber optics have become the industry standard for the terrestrial transmission of telecommunication 

information. Fiber optics will continue to be a major player in the delivery of broadband services. Today 

more than 80 percent of the world’s long-distance traffic is carried over optical-fiber cables. These 

involve the transmission of voice, data, and video over distances of less than a meter to hundreds of 

kilometers. And this is why you should introduce Fiber optics as part of your Building IT infrastructure 

for best experience. 

IBMS Ltd design and provide solutions to your IT infrastructure introducing Fiber optics as turnkey 

solution and fast way to experience faster and reliable communication for all variety of line 

transmissions. Come visit our shop we have all fiber optics accessories  

SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE OF LIFTS 

Just like any investment, installing a lift can help you improve the quality of your life in a number of ways 

from increased vertical mobility between floors and helping to keep aging or injured relatives 

comfortable, through to increasing the value of your home and helping to modernize your property. 

However, once your investment has successfully been installed and you’re busy reaping the rewards of 

your new lift, it would pay to remain vigilant. 

 

Staying on top of your lift’s maintenance with regular care will help to ensure maximum output, benefit, 

and enjoyment.  

IBMS Ltd Lift engineer’s comprehensive maintenance program assesses the efficiency and reliability of 

your elevator or escalator system to meet the highest safety standards. Being a well-established 

company, we have been delivering prompt service through experienced and knowledgeable service staff 

equipped with the most advanced diagnostic tools and equipment. 

 

INTELLIGENT BUILDING SYSTEMS 

 

An intelligent building involves the installation and use of advanced and integrated building technology 

systems. These systems include building automation, life safety, telecommunications, user systems, and 

facility management systems. Smart buildings recognize and reflect the technological advancements and 

convergence of building systems, the common elements of the systems and the additional functionality 

that integrated systems provide. Smart buildings provide actionable information about a building or 

space within a building to allow the building owner or occupant to manage the building or space. 

 

IBMS Ltd provide the most cost-effective approach to the design and the deployment of building 

technology systems. The traditional way to design and construct a building is to design, install, and 

operate each system separately 

 

 



LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS 

 

A lighting control system is an intelligent network of lighting controls which allows you to have control 

of the lights in a space. There are various types of lighting control systems available to you depending on 

your needs and desires.  A normal switch in your home that switches a light on and off is a form of 

lighting control. Your driveway flood lights that turn on when it detects motion as someone pulls up to 

your house is also a form of lighting control.  

 

IBMS Ltd provide the most cost-effective approach to the design and the deployment of lighting control 

system 

 

FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 

 

A fire suppression system is an engineered group of units that are built to extinguish fires through the 

application of a substance. Most commonly, a fire suppression system has built-in components that 

detect fires at the beginning stages through heat, smoke, and other warning signals. These are attached 

to an alarm system that will alert you when the fire has been detected and initiate steps for action to 

further suppress the fire. The majority of fire suppression systems will automatically release the 

application of an external substance to extinguish the fire after the detection and/or alert. However, 

some fire suppression systems have a manual application release. 

 

If you manage a property or own a business, you probably have heard about the importance of fire 

protection systems, but do you know the difference between a sprinkler system and a suppression 

system? Do you know how fire suppression systems work or how to choose the right fire protection 

system for your establishment? It is imperative that you understand what fire suppression systems are 

and which work best in different scenarios. The wrong fire suppression system has the potential to 

cause more harm than an actual fire. IBMS LTD is ready 24/7 to provide you with equipment and 

consultancy for this type of system 

 

FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

 

Firefighting equipment are equipment designed to extinguish fires or protect the user from fire. It may 

be used by trained fire fighters, untrained users at the scene of a fire, or built into a building's 

infrastructure (such as a sprinkler system). Firefighting equipment includes not only fire hoses and fire 

extinguishers but also fire-resistant protective clothing, fire-resistant gloves, respirators, and 

communication equipment. 

 

IBMS Ltd Shop have all these types of equipment in our store come shop with us.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



V-SAT/SAT INSTALLATION 

 

VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) is a two-way ground station that transmits and receives data from 

satellites. A VSAT is less than three meters tall and is capable of both narrow and broadband data to 

satellites in orbit in real-time. The data can then redirect to other remote terminals or hubs around the 

planet. 

 

If you own a telecom company, or media stations looking for best solution to your lines of 

communication. Visit our shop to find out more details. 

 

VOICE OVER IP SYSTEMS 

 

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), is a technology that allows you to make voice calls using a 

broadband Internet connection instead of a regular (or analog) phone line. Some VoIP services may only 

allow you to call other people using the same service, but others may allow you to call anyone who has a 

telephone number - including local, long distance, mobile, and international numbers. Also, while some 

VoIP services only work over your computer or a special VoIP phone, other services allow you to use a 

traditional phone connected to a VoIP adapter. 

 

IBMS Ltd provide all variety range of IP-Phone systems such as 3CX, AVAYA, ELASTIX, ASTERIX etc..  Visit 

our office our Technical team will provide with more information.  

 

TURNSTILE 

 

turnstile is simply a gate that manages pedestrian traffic flow by allowing the single-file passage of 

people in one or two directions. However, many turnstiles boast more advanced features that enable 

them to integrate with other access control systems to increase security while controlling people flow. 

For example, turnstiles can accommodate a range of credential readers, including keypads, card readers 

and biometric readers. They can also integrate with people counting systems to monitor pedestrian 

traffic flow. 

 

IBMS Ltd provide the most cost-effective approach to the design and the deployment turnstile 

technology systems.  

 

CABLE MANAGEMENT 

 

Cable management is essential to create a visually pleasing and clean work environment. Managing 

cables or wires helps to maintain basic functionality and also protect the devices from the clogged 

airflow due to unorganized and disordered wires. Tangled Wires or Cables are generally time-consuming 

to untangle. 

 

IBMS LTD provide this service in a clean and professional manner.  
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